ABSTRACT A railway track gradually deviates from the originally designed vertical alignment in the operation. To ensure the safety and comfort, railway maintenance department must periodically recreate vertical alignment and calibrate existing track to it. The recreated alignment should be as close as possible to the measured points along the existing railway track, while satisfying multiple constraints. A vertical alignment consists of tangents and curves. Identifying the geometric element attribution of the measured points accurately and recreating the vertical alignment efficiently and accurately with all the constraints satisfied are the key problems. Existing methods need manual assistance and few constraints are considered. This paper proposes an automatic global iterations method considering multiple constraints. Firstly, geometric elements are identified based on the change rate of gradient and are set as initial values for the iterations. Then, the geometric elements are fitted iteratively. In each iteration, all the tangents are fitted simultaneously followed by the fitting of all vertical curves and the constraints are handled while the geometric elements are fitted. The attributions of all points are adjusted after each iteration. If the attributions of all the points are consistent with the ranges of fitted geometric elements, the iteration terminates. A software is developed based on this method, and applications demonstrate this method can identify all geometric elements automatically and recreate an optimized vertical alignment while satisfying all the constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuity and smoothness of an existing railway vertical alignment are critical to the safety and comfort of railway operations [1] . Due to factors such as wheel-track interaction and foundation deformation, railway track gradually deviates from the originally designed vertical alignment. Track vertical deformation aggravates wheel-rail interaction, which further exacerbates track deformation. If the track is deformed too much, trains may even derail, which seriously threatens
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Tao Zhang. the safety of train operation. Furthermore, track deformation is one of the reasons of train vibration and vertical acceleration, affecting the comfort and stability of the train operation. Therefore, the railway maintenance departments must regularly measure the stations and elevations of points along the vertical track alignment, recreate vertical alignment and calibrate existing track to it. In addition, when an existing railway cannot satisfy the transportation requirements, it may be rebuilt or expanded. Recreating an existing vertical alignment is the key basis for the reconstruction or expansion design. Thus, recreating an optimized vertical alignment for an existing railway is extremely important. Railway operation cannot stop on existing railway. The existing track can only be measured and calibrated in limited free time when trains are not running. To reduce the interruptions to existing railway operations as much as possible, workload of track calibration should be minimized. Moreover, the larger recreated alignment deviates from the measured points, the higher costs for calibration or reconstruction. Therefore, the objective of vertical alignment recreation is minimizing the deviations from measured points to the recreated alignment. The originally designed alignment is a possible alternative. However, after long-term operation and maintenance, the railway alignment will have a large deviation from the original design position. In practice, the originally designed alignment is seldom adopted. As shown in Fig.1, d j is large, while d j is small enough to be acceptable. Thus, the recreated vertical alignment should be as close as possible to the measured points instead of the originally designed alignment.
Track deviation may appear when a train running. If the recreation method is not efficient enough, the actual track position may deviate from the measured position when the track calibration is performed. This will affect the accuracy of alignment recreation. Therefore, the recreation method should be fast enough to produce results before the measured points become outdated.
Vertical alignment consists of two kinds of geometric elements, namely tangents and vertical curves (usually vertical circular curves for railway or parabola for highway), the computation of deviations differs depending on which element the point lies (i.e. attribution of measured point). However, after long-term operation and maintenance, the geometric element attribution of the measured point is unknown. For the railway, tolerance of recreation is usually millimeter-sized. Accurately and automatically identifying all the geometric element is a difficult problem.
Furthermore, there are multiple constraints need to be satisfied, such as allowable range of vertical curve radius, allowable maximum gradient and maximum difference between adjacent gradients, measured points in tunnels or bridges cannot be calibrated too much. This increases the difficulty of recreation.
In summary, the key points to recreation include: a. The recreated alignment should be as close as possible to the measured points.
b. An efficient and automated method is needed. c. All geometric elements should be accurately and automatically identified.
d. Multiple constraints must be satisfied. The recreation of vertical alignment has been studied by numerous researchers. Representative methods are as follows:
Easa et al. at Ryerson University have conducted a series of researches in this area. In 1998 [2] , they proposed a method to estimate highway vertical alignment. In this work, they determine the attributions of points based on the trend of the slopes firstly and then fit straight segments and clamp cubic spline functions to the curved segments. The start and end of the straight and curve segments can be automatically identified. However, the parabola is replaced by a spline, which is an approximation of the actual alignment. This approximation may be accepted in recreating highway alignment. However, the railway alignment must be accurate enough, because few millimeters error may cause train derail. In 2006, Nehate and Rys [3] used a series of consecutive B-splines to replace the actual alignment. The accuracy is also not enough for the railway.
Later, Easa et al. [4] proposed a linear optimization model to estimate vertical alignment. The design values consist of the coordinates on start and end points of parabola and the gradients of the entry and exit tangents. The objective is minimizing the sum of the squared deviations from the measured to estimated elevations. The ranges of the start and end points are specified and then for each combination of the design values, the optimization problem can be solved using optimization software such as LINDO [5] . The model performed well in finding the optimum solution. However, the start and the end of the curved segment are visually identified by designers. This method is not efficient enough and the precision is highly dependent on the design experience. Besides, constraints are rarely taken into account. Then, this model was improved by Schrage [6] , Hu et al. [7] , and Easa [8] in automation and efficiency. However, in these models, only one curve can be estimated. To solve this problem, Easa and Wang [9] proposed an optimization model for estimating the parameters of continuous vertical alignments, which involves multiple parabolic vertical curves, using the least-squares method. The optimization involves two levels: single-curve optimization and multiple-curve optimization. The former computes the approximate tangent parameters according to the curvatures at outline controlling points and obtains the approximate length of each vertical curve based on a singlecurve model. The latter is used to obtain the global optimal parameters for tangents and vertical curves considering a few of constraints. This method can recreate the whole alignment. However, the calculation of initial parameters needs some experiential parameters and some approximations are introduced. The constraints handled in this method is not enough for railway alignment.
Some scholars used iterative fitting method to recreate vertical alignment. The process of this method often includes: a. Distinguishing tangents and vertical curves according to eigenvalues of points. b. Fitting the tangents and vertical curves iteratively based on least square method. Iterations are carried out by varying boundary stations of different geometric elements. Baass and Vouland et al. [10] distinguished parabola and tangents based on the change rate of gradients of measured points. Hou et al. [11] identified tangents and vertical circular curves based on the approximate curvatures of measured points. Meng et al. [12] distinguished tangents and vertical curves based on versine of measured points. In these methods, the tangents and vertical curves are simultaneously optimized. It is more accurate compared to the method that fitting curves with tangents fixed. These methods mainly have the following shortcomings: a. Threshold for geometric elements identification is determined based on experience and manual assistance is needed if the deviation is large, which is semi-automated. b. The alignment is fitted curve by curve, and curve fitting is performed with the entry tangent fixed. If the former curve or tangent is not fitted accurately, it will affect the latter curve. Therefore, the fitting accuracy of the whole alignment will be affected. c. Only few constraints are considered. It cannot be accepted in recreating railway vertical alignment.
In recent years, Frutos et al. [13] proposed a novel method to estimate highway vertical alignment based on grade graph. The process of this method includes: a. Identifying the boundary points of different geometric elements based on an experiential threshold; b. Generating the analytic expressions of straight lines in grade graph according to the boundary points; c. Integrating all above analytical expressions to obtain the analytical expression of the whole vertical alignment. The method is effective to recreate a highway vertical alignment automatically. However, in this study, many measured points are selected as possible boundary points to generate alternative results. Large calculations are needed. Furthermore, the accurate boundary points in practice are usually not the measured points. It is not accurate enough because the tolerance of railway recreation is usually millimeter-sized.
In the horizontal recreation, scholars have also conducted a lot of researches. Existing studies mainly focus on identifying the types and ranges of geometric elements. Hummer et al. [14] , Price [15] , Li et al. [16] , Hans et al. [17] , Camacho-Torregrosa et al. [18] , Ben-Arieh et al. [19] , Castro et al. [20] , Cafiso and Di Graziano [21] identifed geometric elements based on the curvature graph. To overcome the sensitivity of curvature graph, Imran et al. [22] , Othman et al. [23] , Camacho-Torregrosa [24] , used heading direction graph to identify the alignment geometric elements. There are other methods which establish horizontal alignments based on satellite imagery proposed by Easa et al. [25] , Dong et al. [26] or photographic images by Tsai et al. [27] . In recent years, Li et al. [28] proposed a swing iterations method based on the idea of points-alignments consistency, which is effective and automatic in the railway horizontal recreation. However, characteristics of the measured points of vertical alignment are not obvious compared with the horizontal alignment. In the vertical alignment, curve radius R is very big and intersection angle α between adjacent tangent is quite smaller. For the I grade railway in China, R ≥10000m and α ≤0.57 • .The identification of geometric elements is more difficult. Besides, the geometric elements composition is different between horizontal and vertical alignment. There is no transition curve in the vertical alignment. Therefore, the horizontal recreation method cannot be directly applied to vertical alignment.
In conclusion, existing methods are effective in some cases. However, there are some shortcomings if used to recreate railway vertical alignment:
a. In some methods, manually assisted identifications are often needed, leading to insufficient automation and low efficiency. Although the method proposed by Santiago Higuera de Frutos et al. [13] can achieve automatic alignment recreation, the calculation is large and the accuracy requirements of railway vertical alignment recreation cannot be satisfied.
b. Few constraints are handled and cannot satisfy the railway alignment requirement.
c. Most of the methods focus on recreation of highway alignment. The implementation of the method depends on the characteristics of the parabola. Thus, these methods cannot be used directly for vertical alignment recreation.
d. Although the method proposed by Li et al. [28] has achieved good effect for horizontal alignment recreation, it cannot be directly used for vertical alignment because that the geometric elements composition is different and the characteristic of the measured points of vertical alignment is not obvious enough.
To overcome above shortcomings, this paper proposes an efficient and automatic recreation method for vertical alignment, while satisfying multiple constraints. Firstly, we identify geometric elements and classify all the points into tangent points sets and curve points sets. Then, the geometric elements are fitted iteratively and globally, considering multiple constraints.
This paper is organized as follows. The railway vertical alignment optimization model is represented in Section II. Preliminarily identification of vertical alignment geometry is presented in Section III. Global iterations method is described in Section IV. Section V represents the handling to constraints. A case study with detailed data analyses is provided in Section VI. Lastly, Section VII summarizes this work.
II. OPTIMIZATION MODEL
The goal of railway vertical alignment recreation is to find an alignment that is as close as possible to a set of measured points, which is essentially an optimization problem. Vertical alignment optimization model can be summarized in terms of four components: design variables, input data, objective function and constraints. These aspects are represented detailed in this section.
(1) Design variables A vertical alignment can be defined by a set of vertical points of intersections (VPIs). As shown in Fig.2 . The variables specifying i th VPI include coordinates (S i , Z i ), where S i is the alignment station, Z i is design elevation, and the vertical curve radius (R i ). Thus, a vertical alignment can be described as:
where N is the numbers of the VPIs.
(2) Input data The input data for the model are the coordinates (x j , y j )(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) of all vertical measured points (VMPs), where x j is the station and y j is the elevation of j th measured point. The coordinates of VMPs are obtained by the field measurement along the existing vertical track centerline.
(3) Objective function The objective of vertical alignment recreation is to minimize the sum of the squared deviations. The deviation is defined as the difference between the elevation predicted by the model and the measured elevation y j of VMP, which can be denoted as:
where k i and b i are the gradient and intercept of i th tangent section respectively.R i is the radius of i th vertical curve, X i and Y i are the station and the elevation of the i th center of vertical curve. These parameters can be obtained by fitting, and then, we can get the design variables.
Therefore, the optimized objective function can be denoted as:
where n is the number of VMPs.
(4) Constraints According to the Chinese code provisions (Code for Design of Railway Line, CDRL, 2017), several constraints influence railway vertical alignment recreation include:
a. The slope length should exceed the minimum slope length (L min ),ensuring that the train vibration in adjacent slope sections does not overlap and thereby, the stability of train operation can be satisfied: (4) b. The gradient should be less than the maximum gradient (G max ) considering the railway grade, train traction capability and geography:
c. The absolute difference between adjacent gradients should not exceed allowed maximum difference in gradients ( G max ) to limit the maximum longitudinal force and thereby avoid coupler fracture:
d. The radius of vertical circular curve should between R min and R max :
where R min is the allowed minimum radius of vertical circular curve considering the passenger comfort mainly and R max is the allowed maximum radius of vertical circular curve due to railway maintenance requirement. e. Allowed deviation constraint Excessive lowering of existing vertical alignment will reduce the ballast bed's thickness and hence, may violate the minimum thickness value constraint allowed by the code provisions for safety purpose. Similarly, excessive lift may lead to insufficient clearances above the alignment. Thus, the deviation of existing vertical alignment should be between D max and U max : (8) where D max and U max are the allowed maximum lowering value and the allowed maximum lift value respectively. All these constraints can be denoted as:
The optimization model for recreating an existing vertical alignment can be specified as:
The geometric elements for vertical alignment consist of tangents and vertical circular curves and the optimization of parameters in the model depends on the identification and fitting of geometric elements.
To solve these problems, a global iterations method considering constraints is proposed in this paper. Firstly, we identify geometric elements based on the change rate of gradient, avoiding the impact of artificial experience and improving identification accuracy. Then, the iterations method is designed to optimize parameters globally. In the process of iterative fitting, the scope of geometric elements is updated constantly and globally until that the attributions of all points are consistent with the range of geometric elements. What's more, the constraints are satisfied simultaneously.
III. PRELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION OF ALIGNMENT GEOMETRY
The identification of the geometric element attributions of the measured points is the premise and basis of geometric element fitting. However, after a long period of operation and maintenance, the attributions of the points and distributions of the geometric elements are unknown. Accurately and automatically identifying all the tangents and vertical circular curves is a difficult problem that must be solved first.
Existing Studies Often Includes: a. Compute the eigenvalues such as versine, curvature and algebraic difference between gradients of VMPs, which are different between points on the tangents and vertical curves.
b. An experiential threshold which is usually equal to 1/(10R) is used to distinguish between tangents and vertical curves according to eigenvalues at all measured points. The threshold depends on the engineering experience and thereby, identification accuracy is affected. Furthermore, manually assisted identifications may be needed if the deviations are large.
In this paper, the change rate of gradient is selected as the eigenvalue. The change rate of gradient of measured point on the tangent fluctuates around zero and 1/R on the vertical curves. Therefore, the threshold should be between zero and 1/R min . Within this range, some numbers at regular intervals are taken as a series of thresholds, each of which is used to distinguish between tangents and vertical curves. Each threshold corresponds to a recognition result, and thus, corresponds to a set of design values and an objective function value after the subsequent fitting. The threshold that minimizes the objective function is the optimal threshold and its corresponding result is regarded as the optimal solution of the model.
For each threshold, the detailed identification process of alignment geometry is as follows:
A. COMPUTE THE CHANGE RATE OF GRADIENT
In theory, the change rate of gradient ( k j ) of VMP j can be geometrically expressed as the second derivative of the measured point's elevation (y j ) with respect to the station (x j ). It is equal to zero if VMP j is on a tangent, otherwise, it is equal to a constant(1/R). Therefore, the change rate of gradient can be used to divide the points into tangents and vertical curves sets. However, the second derivative cannot be directly obtained because that the stations of VMPs are discontinuous. Thus, we use the second-order difference quotient instead of the second derivative to represent the change rate of gradient of VMP.
B. INITIALIZE THE POINTS SETS
A threshold η is used to distinguish between tangents and vertical curves according to k j . If the absolute value of the change rate of gradient k j of measured point is larger than η, the measured point should be divided into a vertical curve points set; otherwise, it should be divided into a tangent points set.
C. ADJUST POINTS SETS
The numbers of points in tangent points sets and vertical curve points sets should guarantee n t ≥ 2 and n c ≥ 3 respectively. Besides, the slope length should exceed the allowable minimum slope length (L min ). Therefore, we should adjust the points sets according to the above constraints.
The detailed steps are as follows: a. Check the numbers of all tangent points sets. If there is only one VMP in i th tangent points set (Q t i ), the attribution of this point is adjusted to vertical curve. Then the three vertical curve points sets are combined into a vertical curve points set.
b. Check the numbers of all vertical curve points sets. If the numbers of measured points in i th vertical curve points set (Q c i ) is less than three, the attribution of these points is adjusted to tangent. Then the three tangent points sets are combined into a tangent point set.
c. Compute the sum of the distance between the measured points in each tangent point set. If the sum in Q t i is smaller than L min , the points in its two adjacent curve points sets will be adjusted to Q t i until that the relation L ≥ L min is satisfied. d. In some vertical curve points sets, the number of points will be less than three on account of the adjustment of step c. Therefore, the step b is repeated.
Through the above steps, the tangent as well as vertical curve points sets can be distinguished and the alignment geometry can be identified.
IV. GLOBAL ITERATIONS FITTING
Tangents and vertical curves will be fitted after the identification of geometric elements. It is possible that, for some points, the attributions obtained by identification differ from the actual attributions. As shown in Fig.3 , before fitting, the points 7 -10 and 16 are located, respectively, on the vertical curve and exit tangent. However, the attributions of points 7 -10 and 16 become entry tangent and vertical curve respectively after fitting.
Swing iterations based on points-alignment consistency was proposed by Li et al. [28] . It is based on the principle that if the attribution of all points is consistent with the corresponding ranges of the final geometric elements, the objective function value must be optimal. This method was used for recreating horizontal alignment geometry of existing railways and proven effectively.
In this paper, we are inspired by this idea. However, there are three main problems to be solved for vertical alignment recreation: (1) Swing iterations are performed curve by curve. Fitting is performed with the entry tangent fixed. Therefore, if the previous curve is not fitted accurately, the latter curve will be affected, affecting the recreation accuracy of the whole alignment.
(2) There is a transition curve between tangent and circular curve in horizontal alignment, therefore, the tangent and circular curve can be fitted separately. However, there is no transition curve in the vertical alignment, it needs to be considered that the vertical curve should be tangent to its adjacent tangents.
(3) The fitting result need to be adjusted according to constraints, which will affect the accuracy of fitting.
To solve these problems, a global iterations method considering constraints is proposed. In this section, we focus on the idea of the global iteration. The handling of constraints will be described in detail in section V.
In this method, iterations are performed over the whole alignment rather than within a VPI range, which includes a vertical curve, an entry tangent and an exit tangent. Therefore, we name it global iterations. In each iteration, we fit all vertical curves after all the tangents are fitted, then the attributions of all measured points are updated according to points-alignments consistency. The iteration terminates until all points are consistent with corresponding ranges of the final geometric elements.
The main process is:
(1) Initialize points sets based on the preliminary identification of geometric elements (Fig.4(1) ).
(2) Fit all tangents of the whole alignment considering multiple constraints. Then all VPIs can be obtained (Fig.4(2) ).
(3) Fit all vertical curves of the whole alignment considering multiple constraints (Fig.4(3) ).
(4) Compute the ranges of different geometric elements and check whether the attributions of points are consistent with the scope of geometric elements (Fig.4(4) ).
(5) If no, reclassify point placements according to the scope of geometric elements and the step (2)-(5) are repeated (Fig.4(5), Fig.4(6) ) until the points-alignments consistency is realized (Fig.4(7) ).
The detailed steps are shown in Fig.4 and the attributions of points through iterations are shown in Table. 1.
V. FIT GEOMETRIC ELEMENTS CONSIDERING CONSTRAINTS
The existing methods have insufficient consideration of constraints, and most of the them carry out constraint detection after the alignment is recreated and then adjust the alignment according to constraints. It does not guarantee that the result after the adjustment is optimal. Therefore, for each iteration, the geometric elements are fitted while considering all constraints simultaneously in the method proposed in this paper.
A. TANGENT FITTING
The tangent fitting is essentially an optimization problem, which aims at finding an optimal gradient and intercept to minimize the sum of squared deviations. Multiple constraints should be considered, such as the maximum gradient, the maximum difference between the adjacent gradients and the allowable deviations.
The mathematical model for fitting a tangent can be denoted as: (12) where n i is the number of points in i th tangent points set; (x j , y j ) are the coordinates of j th measured point. This is a binary quadratic optimization problem under linear constraints, which can be solved by Augmented LaGrange method or Sequential Quadratic Programming Method (SQPM).
B. VERTICAL CURVE FITTING
The fitting of vertical curve essentially aims at finding an optimal radius and circle center coordinates of a vertical curve to minimize the sum of squared deviations. The objective function can be described as:
where (X i0 , Y i0 ) is coordinates of the circle center of the vertical curve; R i is the vertical curve radius; n i is the number of points in i th vertical curve points set; (x j , y j ) are the coordinates of j th measured point. In order to ensure the smoothness of vertical alignment, the vertical curve should be tangent to its adjacent tangents. In railway alignment, the vertical curve is generally a symmetrical curve. As shown in Fig.5 , the circle center of vertical curve should be along the angle bisector at the VPI.
The gradient (k) of the line along the angle bisector can be computed as follows:
where k i−1 , k i+1 are the gradients of entry and exit tangents respectively. Then, we can get unit vector of the angle bisector:
Finally, the coordinates of vertical curve's center can be denoted as: Combining (13) with (15), the objective function can be represented as:
The vertical curve radius R i can be computed as:
where a, b, c meet the relations:
Constraints such as allowable deviations, allowable range of vertical curve radius and constraints of horizontal and vertical curves combination should be considered in the vertical curve fitting model. a. Allowable deviations The deviation should be between D max and U max : (20) The vertical curve is denoted as: (Fig.6 )
If the measured point P j reaches the maximum deviation, the following relation can be satisfied:
If P j is higher than the fitted position, max = −D max ,otherwise, max = U max .
Taking (16) into (22), (22) can be denoted as:
Thence, equation (23) can be represented as:
where e, f , g meet the relations:
R i can be computed as follows:
The range of R i that satisfies the allowable deviations constraint of P j is:
Then the range of R i that satisfying allowable deviations constraints of all control points can be obtained:
2 Allowable range of vertical curve radius The range of vertical curve radius should be between R min and R max :
Constraints of horizontal and vertical curves combination Vertical curve should not overlap with the transition curve, which means that the distance between the vertical point intersection (VPI) and boundary points (the starting point (ZY) and end point (YZ) of i th vertical curve) should satisfy the following relation:
where S i is the station of VPI; x mp is the station of the boundary point; β is half the rotation angles of vertical curve. After the above processes, the best R i can be searched in allowed range:
If R i computed by (18) is not within the range above, we need to adjust the R i according to the following rules:
The ranges of tangents and vertical curves can be determined according to the parameters of all geometric elements.
VI. CASE STUDY
Based on this method, we develop a software to recreate vertical alignment. It has already been employed by many railway designs institutes in China. An existing railway of Shimen-Changsha is used as a case study in this paper.
A. CASE PROFILE
This railway is a mixed passenger and freight alignment, located in Hunan province, China. The total alignment length is 61800m and most of the landforms belong to the plain. The minimum slope length is 350m. The maximum gradient is 6. The maximum difference in gradients is 10. The allowed range of vertical curve radius is 10,000-40,000m. Besides, there are 35 points whose allowed maximum value of track reduction is 80cm and 60 points whose allowed value of track lift is 50cm. In this case, the coordinates of 1924 points are measured. 
B. RECREATION PROCESS AND RESULTS
We take 20 thresholds with an interval of 0.000005 from 0.00001 to 0.0001. The recreating results show that in this case, 0.000035 is the optimal threshold. Only the identification and fitting results produced by this threshold would be described in this section.
1) IDENTIFY ALIGNMENT GEOMETRY
The change rate of gradient of each measured point is calculated using (11) . If the change rate of gradient of measured point is less than 0.000035, the attribution of this point is tangent, otherwise, it is vertical curve. Therefore, the measured points are divided into 130 tangent points sets and 129 vertical curve points sets. The attributions of the measured points are adjusted according to constraints of the minimum number of points set and minimum slope length. After the adjustment, the numbers of the tangents and vertical curves become 82 and 81 respectively. The sum of squared deviations is 772,087 cm 2 and the average deviation is 11.5cm. The detailed deviations distribution is shown in Fig. 7 . There are 62 points whose deviations exceed 60cm and there are 2 points among them whose deviations exceed 100cm, which is not allowed in railway alignment recreation. However, the deviations will be dramatically reduced in the following global iterations.
2) GLOBAL ITERATIONS CONSIDERING CONSTRAINTS
Fit geometric elements considering constraints and compute their ranges. Then, we can check whether the attributions of points are consistent with the range of geometric elements. If they are inconsistent, the attributions of these points will be updated and the points sets will be reclassified. The procedure above continues until points-alignment consistency is achieved. After 157 iterations, all the points reach the points-alignment consistency. The sum of squared deviations decreases to 209,666 cm 2 and the average deviation decreases to 6.0cm, dropped by 73% and 48%, respectively. Only the deviation of 1 point exceed 50cm and 94% of deviations are under 20cm. The detailed distributions of deviations at this stage can also be seen in Fig.7 . More importantly, all the constraints can be satisfied. (Table. 2).
C. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHOD
For most existing methods, the fitting is performed iteratively curve by curve, with the entry tangent fixed. The geometric elements are also fitted using this method for this case. The objective function values and the distributions of all deviations using two methods are shown in Fig.7 . Compared with the existing methods, the deviations are smaller when using the global iterations proposed in this paper. The sum of deviation squares and the average deviation decreases to 209,666 cm 2 and 6.0cm from 343,373 cm 2 and 7.7cm.
It can be concluded that the global iterations proposed in this paper is very beneficial to improve the accuracy of vertical alignment recreation compared with the existing method.
D. RANDOM ANALYSIS
The smoothness levels for different railways vary since that their classifications, lengths, operation years, and maintenance frequencies are different. To test the effectiveness of this method in different conditions, a stochasticity analysis is performed.
Taking the recreated vertical alignment as a railway vertical centerline, a group of virtual measured points are randomly generated around the centerline within an amplitude. In this case, we generated 5 groups of data with different amplitudes ranging from 10cm to 50cm. Then, the method proposed in this paper is used to automatically recreate the vertical alignment. The results are shown in Table. 3. We find that as amplitude increases, the average deviations and objective function value also increase. Simultaneously, all the constraints can be satisfied.
VII. CONCLUSION
Recreating the existing railway vertical alignment is very important for railway security and comfort. The global iterations considering constraints is proposed in this paper.
The following are the main improvements provided by this method:
a. The process of iterations is performed curve by curve in the existing vertical alignment recreation methods. The VPI range is only locally optimized with entry tangent fixed. In this paper, the global iterations method is proposed. Firstly, all tangents and vertical curves are fitted separately, then iterations are performed through the whole alignment until the attributions of points are consistent with the geometric elements. Using this method, the accuracy of alignment recreation can be improved.
b. In this paper, the mathematical models that fitting the tangents and vertical curves considering constraints are constructed and solved. Thus, multiple constraints can be considered while the geometric elements are fitted. It has higher precision compared to the existing methods which fit the geometric elements firstly and then adjust the alignment according to the constraints.
Further improvements may be considered in the future: a. Identification of geometric elements in existing methods is based on experiential threshold, which is sensitive to the deviations of the measured points and affects the recreation accuracy. In the future, we may be able to make the threshold change dynamically based on the identification result, then, reidentify the geometric elements according to the updated threshold.
b. The railway alignment is a three-dimensional structure. The station of the measured points will change after the horizontal alignment is recreated. However, the recreation of the vertical alignment is still based on the station of original measured points. It is possible that the deviations of points predicted in the model are not the deviations of originally measured points. Therefore, an important problem that should be pursued in the future is that we should obtain the 3D data of the measured points for concurrently recreating the horizontal and vertical alignments.
c. Vertical curve is parabola for most of the highway vertical alignment. In this paper, the identification of geometric elements and the handling of allowable deviations constraints are based on the condition that the vertical curve is circular curve. Although the method cannot be used directly on highway, it is instructive for highway alignment recreation, and can be studied in depth later. His research interests include optimization theory, cyberspace security, cloud computing, and cognitive radio technology.
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